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Death Rays! Sounds like science fiction, but is it?  What is the science behind recent headlines? 
A building in Las Vegas burning guests and melting objects in the pool area. The “Walkie Talkie 
Building” in London melted parts of a car, parked on the street.1  This study sought to examine 
objectively, illustrate in understandable terms, and provide repeatable data, regarding potentially 
damaging effects of highly reflective surfaces on buildings. Hopefully, this will help prevent your 
project from making the news. It will also examine how even a small project can have problems, 
if highly reflective materials are not oriented properly. 
 

 
Photo Steve Caldwell 

 
The light colored x-shaped areas of reflected light visible in the photo are from slightly distorted nearby 
glass.  The visible light itself does not damage surfaces, but the accompanying infrared light can.  
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Intent 
 
The intent of the study was to identify materials and conditions that increased reflected heat 
from low-e and highly reflective surfaces in simple and understandable terms by measuring the 
reflected heat of low-e glass, highly reflective low-e glass, and polished stainless steel with 
similar reflective properties of highly reflective glass, onto typical building materials.  The study 
also sought to determine if curved reflective surfaces increased the reflected heat and by how 
much.  Since the highly reflective glass and the polished stainless steel are similar in reflective 
properties based on our evidence, it would follow that distorting glass in a manner similar to the 
stainless sample from our study, similar results would be obtained.  Since bending glass in a 
predictable repeatable manner is beyond the scope of this study, we could not confirm that 
hypothesis by testing.  It is not surprising that the temperature of materials adjacent to low-e and 
highly reflective surfaces increased in bright sunlight in Arizona.  What was surprising is how 
much the temperature increased. 
 

Background 
 
PPG documented the risks of damage to adjacent materials from low-e glass in technical 
document TD-131 as early as 2003.2  This document outlines an analytical method of 
calculating the energy of heat absorption of materials adjacent to low-e glass.  Reflected solar 
energy absorbed by materials adjacent to low-emissivity glass are calculated in 
BTU/square foot/hour.  The calculation is somewhat tedious as it requires that the reflectance 
percentage of the glass, the heat absorption percentage of the adjacent material and the 
incident solar energy applied to the glass.   
 
The phenomenon was popularized in 2010 when converging rays of reflected heat from the 
reflective glass of the Vdara Hotel in Las Vegas began heating people and products to the point 
of burning hair and melting plastic on a sun deck near the pool.3  
 

 
Graphic Mike Johnson Las Vegas Review-Journal 
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The National Association of Home Builders published a pair of articles elaborating the damage 
to building materials from energy efficient residential windows.4  The NAHB reflected sunlight 
paper suggests that low-e windows are more likely to reflect light and heat in a damaging way 
due to a change in shape of the exterior lite, more than due to the use of a reflective material in 
the insulating glass unit.  According to the paper, differences in barometric pressure between 
the outside air and the interspace content, usually either air or argon, causes the volume of 
interspace content to be reduced and thereby causing the exterior lite to distort creating a 
concave exterior surface.  Other experts suggest that heat variations more than barometric 
pressure cause changes to the volume of air in the interspace layer.  This issue may be more 
prominent on residential projects because the standard thickness of glazing is less than the 
standard thickness of glazing on commercial projects.  Double strength glass typically used in 
residential windows is 3.2 mm or 1/8 inch.  Glazing for commercial projects is typically never 
less than 6 mm or 1/4 inch.  1/4 inch glass of the same size is less likely to deflect, and 
therefore less likely to create the concave glass condition which focuses the glass similar to a 
magnifying glass.  Commercial windows are often much larger than residential windows and 
distortion of glass does occur. 
 
Low emissivity glass is a vital component of energy efficient buildings.  Low-e glass can reduce 
cooling costs in buildings in southern climates by reducing heat gain through windows, and 
reduce heating costs in northern climates by reducing heat lost through windows.  As evidenced 
by the Vdara Hotel example the use of low-e glass can also have unintended consequences.  
Care must be used in specifying low-e glass in a number of situations.   
 
Low-e glass is intended to improve insulating properties of glass by reducing the amount of 
ultraviolet and infrared light that can pass through glass without reducing the amount of visible 
light that is transmitted and therefore darkening the room.  Solar control low-e glass is designed 
to reflect a large amount of infrared wavelengths, or heat, and admit a large amount of visible 
wavelengths.  The intent is to help keep heat inside in heated buildings and heat from the sun 
out in air conditioned buildings.  Glass units are manufactured by different processes and with 
various assemblies to minimize interior heat loss or minimize solar heat gain.  Low-e glass 
reduces heat admitted to a building but does so by reflecting it.  An unintended consequence of 
both types of low-e glass is that the reflected ultraviolet light can be damaging to adjacent or 
nearby materials in certain conditions.  For example if reflectivity is high enough or if the 
reflectance is compounded by the convergence of multiple reflective surfaces or concave 
reflective surfaces the heat on adjacent or nearby surfaced can be dramatically increased.  
Reflected infrared light is heat.     
 
Focusing of insulated or uninsulated glass units can be unintentionally achieved by differences 
between indoor and outdoor air pressures, changes in pressure in the interspace layer between 
insulated glass panels, or pressure on the glass from the installation method.  Radially 
segmented glass walls can and have unintentionally concentrated the reflected heat from glass 
and other reflective surfaces. 
 
Any highly reflective surface can have damaging effects to adjacent materials given the correct 
set of conditions.  
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Study 
 
The purpose of the study was to identify the potential for damage with a very simple model. The 
apparatus was designed to test predictions that highly reflective surfaces, and especially 
focused highly reflective surfaces increased the heat of an adjacent surface in a repeatable 
manner.  It is not possible to include all of the possible variations of real world construction in a 
study of this size.   
 
The materials used in this study include: 

• Reflective Surfaces: 
o Clear insulated glass unit:  Clear/Clear with no reflective coating. 
o Low E insulated glass unit: Guardian Super Neutral 68 on No. 2 surface /Clear. 
o Highly reflective insulated glass unit:  PPG Solarcool Grey on No. 1 

surface/Clear. 
o Highly reflective Stainless Steel:  No. 8 polished stainless steel sheet. 

• Absorptive Surface: 
o EIFS panel with 1-1/2 inch EPS foam. 

• Thermometer: 
o CEN-TECH Laser Thermometer, Item No. 60725. 

 
 

 
Photo John R. Campbell 

 
Areas of reflected light is visible in the photo as a lighter color.  These areas recorded consistently higher 
temperatures than adjacent areas.  
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Areas of converging light from multiple panels increased the temperature on adjacent surfaces. 

 

 
Photo John R. Campbell 

 
Areas of converging light from the distorted reflective surface created the highest temperatures on 
adjacent surfaces. 
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Results 
 
Results of three separate tests in April and June, 2016 revealed a number of interesting results. 
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Conclusions 
 
Conclusions from tests in April, early and late June and temperatures from 87 degrees 
Fahrenheit to 115 degrees Fahrenheit: 
 

• Maximum temperatures from reflected heat peaked at 10 to 12 minutes. 
• 1 inch clear insulating glass heated up adjacent light colored surfaces by 10-12 degrees. 
• 1 inch clear insulating glass with low-e coating on no. 2 surface heated up adjacent light 

colored surfaces by 10-14 degrees. 
• 1 inch insulating glass with reflective coating on no. 1 surface heated up adjacent light 

colored surfaces by 12-18 degrees. 
• Polished stainless steel surfaces heated up adjacent light colored surfaces by 11-18 

degrees. 
• Curved polished stainless steel surface heated up the adjacent surfaces by 26-73 

degrees. 
• Convergence of reflected heat from multiple panels increased the heat of adjacent 

surfaces depending on the number of panels focusing rays on the absorptive surface. 
 

Lessons Learned 
 
 
The use of insulated glass assemblies with thicker exterior lites may address some problems. 
Such assemblies would force any distortion due to change in the volume of interspace content 
as a result of variances in barometric pressure to take place on the inner lite and therefore not 
distort the outer lite.  A convex distortion of the inner light is unlikely to reflect heat outward in a 
concentrated manner and unlikely to damage adjacent or nearby materials. 
 
Additionally our study indicated that compounding the reflection of sunlight due to convergence 
of the reflection of infrared radiation on to an adjacent surface from multiple sources can 
increase the heat of adjacent surfaces more substantially than the reflection of only one 
reflective surface similar to curving the reflective surface.  In this case care must be taken by the 
designer to avoid converging reflective surfaces such as at the Vdara Hotel or “Walkie Talkie 
Building.” 
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Photographs 
 
 

 
Photo Steve Caldwell 

 
The cause of damage from heat reflected from highly reflective surfaces is not always immediately 
apparent.  In this case the EIFS finish itself is undamaged but the EPS foam below has melted.  Damage 
to EPS foam in an EIFS system can result from sustained temperatures of 185 degrees.5  Our study 
indicates that distorted or converging highly reflective surfaces, including highly reflective glass can 
achieve 185 degrees easily under the right conditions.   
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Photo Steve Caldwell 

 
Damage from highly reflective surfaces is not limited to adjacent building surfaces.  Landscape can also 
be affected.  In this photo the path of the focused reflected heat is apparent in the dead grass.  Each day 
the path of the sun changes slightly and produces a slightly different path of reflected heat on the grass.  
As indicated by the Vdara Hotel example, people can also be affected. 
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